Clauses and Phrases
Guided
Discussion

Guided discussion may initially be highly structured. Then the difficulty
can be increased by increasing the variety and number of words.

Say this: “Clauses are additional parts of sentences. They allow you to
pack more information into a sentence. Understanding clauses is
necessary to understand many sentences.”

Draw this on a board or paper:
Say this: “I’m thinking of a circle. You don’t know what circle until I add a
clause, like this. I’m thinking of a circle that’s big. Now which circle was I
thinking of? Now I’m thinking of a circle that’s small. Which circle is that?”

Then, draw this on a board or paper:
Say this: “Now I’ll give you directions that have clauses. You have to

listen to the entire sentence to understand the direction.”
“Point to the face that is smiling.” or “Point to the face that is frowning.”
To add negatives: “Point to the face that is not smiling.” or “Point to the
face that is not frowning.”

Then draw two more faces that
are underlined so that your
drawing now looks like this:

Say this: “Now I’ll add some describing words. Remember to pay

attention to each word in the sentence.
“Point to the underlined face that is smiling (or frowning).”
“Point to the frowning (or smiling) face that is not underlined.”
Complexity can be increased or decreased as needed depending upon
student success. With creativity the options for variety are limitless.
Prepositional phrases can be included like this:

Draw this:

Say this: “Sometimes there’s more than one
clause or phrase. It’s important to listen to
the entire sentence whenever you hear
these longer sentences. Listen carefully to
follow these directions.”
“Point to the star that is under (or above) a circle.”
“Point to the circle that is between two stars.”
“Point to the star that is not on the bottom row.”
Add elements as necessary, depending upon individual needs.
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Expressive Practice: Use pictures already drawn or similar pictures.

Guided
Discussion
Continued

Instruct student to pick something in the picture and tell you which one to
point to. Students can “pretend to be the teacher.”
Sample expressive direction: “Pretend like you’re the teacher. First think
of one of these pictures. Then tell me which one to point to.

Clauses with letters

Guided
Practice
Ideas

Use letters that are on page _____. For increased variety, cut out
individually, or in like groups, or draw similar letters on the board.

Initially use two foils; one related and one unrelated. To increase
difficulty, use more foils and/or greater variety.
Say this: “Point to…
two word noun phrases:
… a spotted letter.”
… a white letter.”

… a red letter.”
a striped letter.”
... an underlined letter.” etc.

three word clauses:
… a letter that is striped.”

… a letter that is underlined.” etc.

four word clauses:
… a letter that is not spotted.” (with negation)
… a letter that has black spots.” (with auxiliary verb) etc.
five word clauses:
… a letter that is grey or underlined.” (with coordinating conjunction)
… a letter that is beside the z.” (with preposition) etc.
complex and advanced complex:
…a letter that is not grey or striped.” (with coordinating conjunction
and negation)
…a striped letter before you point to a spotted letter.” (with combined
noun phrase and independent clause with conjunction)
… two consonants between two striped letters.” (combined noun
phrase/prepositional phrase)
…a consonant unless I point to a vowel. (dependent clause with
subordinating conjunction) etc.

